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Most studies that have used Kanizsa-type illusory ﬁgures to investigate perceptual completion have treated the crisp bounding
illusory contours (ICs) and the enclosed region as nondissociable stimulus attributes. However, there is evidence that
enclosed ‘‘salient regions’’ (SRs; Stanley & Rubin, 2003) are detected even in cases when bounding ICs are not perceptually
completed. Here we used apparent motion (AM) to test whether SRs are detected in the absence of crisp bounding ICs.
Kanizsa-type stimuli were modiﬁed in ways that eliminated the bounding ICs, but the clear impression of an enclosed region
remained. SR stimuli were embedded in an array of like inducers. On successive frames, the inducers in the array rotated in
a way that resulted in translation of the enclosed region. Four speeds of translation were tested. Observers performed a
two-alternative forced-choice task on the direction of translation. Perceptually completed SRs produced robust AM whether
they were bound by crisp ICs or not V observer performance was as good and, in certain cases, even better for SRs with
no bounding ICs. We interpret these ﬁndings within a theoretical framework that makes a distinction between region-based
and contour-based segmentation processes that operate in concert to achieve segmentation of the visual scene.
Keywords: illusory contours, salient regions, perceptual completion, segmentation, apparent motion

Introduction
As we navigate through the world, our visual system must
rapidly segment the retinal image into regions that correspond to distinct surfaces. Scene segmentation is a nontrivial
task because surfaces that are whole in the real world are
often fragmented in the retinal image because of occlusion, shadows, or unfavorable lighting conditions. ‘‘Illusory
figures’’V completed surfaces for which portions of the
bounding contours are perceived in the absence of any
luminance gradient (Kanizsa, 1955; see Figure 1a for an
example) V have been used extensively to study the
processes that give rise to perceptual completion of fragmented surfaces (for reviews, see Nieder, 2002; Spillmann
& Dresp, 1995). Most of the studies have focused on the
crisp bounding contours of illusory figures, paying less
attention to the region that they enclose. This was perhaps
because of a tacit assumption that the bounding illusory
contours (ICs) and the enclosed region are not dissociable.
However, the modified Kanizsa stimulus in Figure 1b
illustrates that it is possible to eliminate the crisp bounding
ICs while maintaining the impression of an enclosed region
(Shipley & Kellman, 1990; Stanley & Rubin, 2003). The
perceptual construct of a global region in Figure 1b occurs
although it is clearly apparent that, in this case, it is an
accidental consequence of local feature arrangement rather
than an actual global surface. Is this merely a perceptual
‘‘error,’’ or could it have some function? Below we
summarize a growing body of evidence for the continual
doi: 1 0. 11 67 /5 .9 .4

operation of processes that parse the image into major
global regions, which we term salient regions (SRs).
Furthermore, these region-based processes are functionally
dissociable from contour-based processes responsible for
the precise delineation of surface boundaries. The perception of SRs that do not correspond to contour-bound
surfaces (as in Figure 1b) is one manifestation of this dissociation. Recent results from behavioral studies, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and computer
vision provide evidence for this dissociation in human
vision and give it computational rationale.
Gurnsey, Poirier, and Gascon (1996) provided psychophysical evidence for the perceptual validity of SRs. The
authors followed up on a study by Davis and Driver (1994),
who used a visual search paradigm to demonstrate parallel
detection of Kanizsa-type illusory figures embedded in an
array of distractors (inducers rotated outward). Davis and
Driver attributed this ‘‘pop-out’’ effect to early, automatic
completion of the illusory figures, but did not distinguish
between the bounding ICs and the perceptually completed
surface. Gurnsey et al. (1996) made this distinction and
showed that the ‘‘pop-out’’ effect remained even when they
altered the stimuli to interfere with completion of the bounding ICs. They concluded that illusory contour completion
was not responsible for the pop-out effect and suggested
that the presence of the enclosed salient region (what they
termed the ‘‘subjective figure’’) might be.
More recently, Stanley and Rubin (2003) conducted an
fMRI study that followed up on findings of Hirsch et al.
(1995) and Mendola, Dale, Fischl, Liu, and Tootell (1999).
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Figure 1. Contour-based and region-based completion. (a). Illusory
Kanizsa square (Kanizsa, 1955): The perceptually completed
(‘‘illusory’’) square is seen as bounded by a contour all around.
(b). Salient region stimulus (SR): Slight modiﬁcations to the ‘‘pacman’’-shaped inducers eliminate the crisp bounding illusory contours
(ICs), but the impression of an enclosed region is maintained. (c).
Contour-based completion: Signals propagate along edges to
complete portions of bounding contours which are missing in the
image because of occlusion or lighting conditions (top & bottom
arrows). Contour completion processes are dependent upon precise
delineation (left side, weak IC) and junction structure (right side, no
IC). (d). Region-based completion: Region-based processes seek to
identify contiguous image regions that likely correspond to ﬁgural
surfaces in the scene. Those processes propagate signals, that is,
between a pixel (or a cluster of pixels) and all its neighbors, and
evaluate similarity in surface properties (e.g., luminance, texture) for
every neighboring pair. A salient region is one for which the similarity
within region members is large, whereas the similarity to other
neighboring pixels is small (for mathematical formulations see Sharon
et al., 2000; Shi & Malik, 2000).

Those earlier studies showed that the lateral occipital
complex (LOC) V a brain region previously shown to be
involved in object perception (Malach et al., 1995; for reviews, see Grill-Spector, 2003; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, &
Kanwisher, 2001) V responded to the presence of Kanizsatype illusory figures more than to controls in which the
inducers faced outward. Stanley and Rubin (2003), in an
analogous paradigm, showed that LOC responses to the
SR stimulus in Figure 1b were similar in magnitude to
LOC responses to Kanizsa-type illusory surfaces (Figure 1a).
Thus, the LOC responds to SRs whether or not the regions
are bounded by crisp illusory contours.
What advantage would the visual system gain from
detecting salient regions in an image? A plausible explanation is offered by considering the computational demands of segmentation on the one hand and the ecology
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of real-world scenes on the other. Determining the exact
boundaries of an image region, its occlusion relationship
to neighboring regions, and, ultimately, its status as a figural surface versus background region requires detailed
processing of the contours and junction structure in the
image (e.g., Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Guzman, 1969;
Heitger, Rosenthaler, von der Heydt, Peterhans, & Kubler,
1992; Kellman & Shipley, 1991; Rubin, 2001; Shipley &
Kellman, 1990; cf. Figure 1c). Performing such processing over the entire image can lead to daunting computational costs, as has been observed often in the computer
vision literature (e.g., Mumford, 1994). This has led to the
development of algorithms that perform a crude<but<fast
parsing of the image and that detect regions that likely
correspond to major objects in the scene V the computer
vision definition of saliency (for mathematical definitions,
see, e.g., Sharon, Brandt, & Basri, 2000; Shi & Malik,
2000; cf. Figure 1d). Although occasionally a region
deemed salient may turn out to be a false alarm, actually
being part of the background (e.g., as in Figure 1b), more
often such regions do correspond to the main objects in
the scene. Thus, it can be a useful strategy to direct the more
computationally intensive contour and junction processing to
a manageable number of regions in the image. Furthermore,
region-based processes can be used to find figural surfaces
when portions of the bounding contours are missing in the
original image (e.g., for illusory surfaces) or when bounding
contours are degraded because of poor visibility (e.g., blur,
noise). Because a contiguous region is always bound by a
closed contour (by necessity, topologically), the boundaries
of the detected regions of highest saliency give a first approximation for the contour map of the image. This map can
be subsequently crossed with edge information and further
refined via a concerted operation of region-based and
contour-based processes.
The study presented here provides further evidence for
the perceptual validity of SRs and offers a method to quantify themVto measure ‘‘how salient’’ an image region is.
The method is based on constructing image sequences in
which (putative) SRs can serve as visual cues for motion
correspondence. Ramachandran (1985, 1986) observed
that illusory figures could exhibit apparent motion (AM)
in a manner similar to ‘‘real’’ figures (ie, figures whose
bounding contours are defined by luminance gradients).
Specifically, Ramachandran (1985, 1986) showed that
alternation between the two frames in Figure 2a results in
the perception of an illusory square hopping back and
forth and is not just local motion of the inducing elements.
Bravo, Blake, and Morrison (1988) showed that cats were
able to perform a two-alternative forced-choice task that
relied on the perception of a hopping illusory square,
lending further support to the assertions that (a) perceptual
surface completion is a basic and robust process in the
mammalian visual system and (b) perceptually completed
figures can be treated by the visual system in the same way
as luminance-defined figures (e.g., undergo correspondence
for AM). This, in turn, suggests that AM displays may be
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Figure 2. Apparent motion (AM) of perceptually completed surfaces. (a). The Kanizsa square is seen to move (‘‘‘‘hop’’’’) in front of two sets of
ﬁlled disks when observers are presented with alternations between frames 1 and 2 (Ramachandran, 1985). (b). An example of the AM
displays used in the experiments presented here. Observers performed a two-alternative forced-choice task on the direction of motion
(up or down). The enclosed regions were one of eight stimulus types (cf. Figure 3; shown here is stimulus type 1, a Kanizsa square).

used to probe when a figure is perceptually completed. In
the current study, we used AM of Kanizsa-type stimuli to
probe for the detection of salient regions in the absence of
crisp bounding illusory contours.
A note about terminology: In previous studies, authors
often used the term ‘‘illusory contours’’ to refer to both the
crisp bounding contours and to the region enclosed within
those contours (e.g., the Kanizsa square). To adhere to the
distinction we are making here between these two aspects of
illusory figures, we reserve the term ‘‘illusory contours’’ (ICs)
to refer solely to the crisp bounding contours of perceptually
completed regions (when they exist); we use the unqualified
term ‘‘salient region’’ (SR) to refer to an enclosed global
region, whether or not it is bounded by ICs. In the few times
when we need to distinguish whether an SR is bound by ICs
or not, we will refer to it as IC-bound or unbound.

Methods
Observers
Six experienced psychophysical observers (3 men and 3
women, 6 right-handed, 23Y31 years old) participated in
the study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
One observer was an author.

Experimental procedure
We presented observers with displays in which an
enclosed region was displaced between successive frames,
either upward or downward. Observers indicated the

perceived direction of displacement (up or down) with a
button press in a 2-alternative forced-choice task. Figure 2b
shows an example of the stimulus sequence for the case of
an IC-bound SR stimulus (a Kanizsa square). On each
trial, five stimulus frames looped continuously until the
observer responded or until the maximum viewing time of
3 s was reached. Trials were separated by a 2 s inter trial
interval.

Stimuli
In all, we tested seven different SR stimulus types (Figure 3a)
that fell into 2 categories: SRs with bounding ICs (stimulus types 1 and 2) and SRs in which the bounding ICs
had been disrupted in various ways (stimulus types 3Y7;
see caption of Figure 3a for detailed descriptions). The
support ratioVthe ratio between the luminance-defined
portion and the entire bounding contourVfor stimulus
types 1 and 2 (IC-bound SRs) was 0.4 and 0.25, respectively. For the unbound SR stimulus types (3Y7), the
support ratio is difficult to quantify, because with no
bounding contour, the shape and perimeter of the enclosed
region are vague. Thus, we use the term support ratio only
for stimulus types in which there is a putative enclosed
square (e.g., when the inducers are aligned; stimulus types
3 and 6) to refer to the luminance-defined portion of the
enclosed region that is directly tangent to the enclosed
square. In addition to the seven SR stimulus types, we
tested a control stimulus with a facing-out, symmetric
inducer arrangement so that no enclosed region was present
(stimulus type 8).
The display for each frame consisted of an array of 10 (5
vertical  2 horizontal) inducers, 4 of which were arranged
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Figure 3. (a). The eight stimulus types used in the experiment: (1) Kanizsa square with a support ratio of 0.4. (2) Kanisza square with a
support ratio of 0.25. (3) Illusory contour completion is disrupted by rounding the L-junctions at the outer tips of the inducers (Shipley &
Kellman, 1990). The support ratio is 0.4. (4) The line segments added orthogonally to the illusory portions of the bounding contour disrupt
the perception of illusory contours (Gurnsey et al., 1996). (5) Illusory contour completion is disrupted by misaligning the inducers
(Kellman & Shipley, 1991). (6) The same manipulation as in stimulus type 3, but with a lower support ratio of 0.25 (same as stimulus
type 2). The resulting diameter of the inducers is the same as in stimulus type 1. (7) Similar to stimulus type 6, but IC completion is further
disrupted by misaligning inducers. (8) No-SR control stimulus (note that symmetry of the pattern is maintained). To create each AM
display, one of the eight stimulus types was embedded in an array of like inducers that were rotated so as not to form an enclosed region.
(b). Examples of the ﬁxed luminance (left panel) and highlight luminance (HL; right panel) conditions used in the experiments, shown for
stimulus type 7. In the highlighted luminance condition, the AM inducers in each frame had a higher luminance than the others. This
manipulation allowed observers to perform the task when the inducers" arrangement did not trigger global apparent motion.

to form a specific stimulus type. The remaining 6 inducers
were rotated so that they did not produce an enclosed region.
On successive frames, each inducer rotated (90- or 180-) in a
manner that produced global AM of the four stimulus inducers (Figure 2b). We will refer to the set of four sequentially displaced inducers as the ‘‘AM inducers.’’ Individual
inducers were spaced 3- apart (center-to-center). The speed
of AM was controlled by varying the duration of each
successive frame. Four different speeds were tested: 6.125,
11.25, 22.5, and 45 deg/s. Movie 1 contains the AM
stimuli for stimulus types 1, 7, and 8 (click here to see
demonstrations of the other stimulus types).
From previous studies (Bravo et al., 1988; Seghier et al.,
2000), it was known that observers would have difficulty
perceiving AM for stimulus type 8 (no enclosed region).
We therefore introduced a second condition in which the
contrast of the AM inducers was increased relative to the
other six inducers. We termed this the highlight luminance
(HL) condition (Figure 3b). An HL condition was run
for each of the eight stimulus types to evaluate the effect of highlighting in each case. The Weber contrast
of the inducers compared with the background ((Linducer j
Lbackground)/Lbackground) was 2.54, that of the highlighted
inducers was 4.27.

Experimental design
In all, there were 8 stimulus types  4 speeds  2
conditions (fixed luminance and HL)  2 directions of AM
resulting in 128 different trial types. Trials were blocked

according to speed. Within a block, the 32 trial types were
presented twice and randomly intermixed. The starting
position of the AM inducers was counterbalanced (50%
directly above fixation, 50% directly below) so observers could not use position as a cue for the direction
of AM. Observers repeated each block twice. The order of
block presentation was counterbalanced across observers
using a 4  4 Latin square. Observers fixated a cross
(0.15-) presented at the center of the inducer array
throughout each trial.

Apparatus
Stimuli were displayed using Matlab and Psychtoolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) on a Power Macintosh G4
computer with a 20-in. Sony Trinitron Multiscan 500PS
screen (actual display width  height = 40  30 cm). The
screen resolution was 1600  1200 pixels, and the refresh
rate was 75 Hz. Observers sat 57 cm from the screen, and
a chin rest was used to reduce head motion.

Data analysis
For each observer, mean response time (RT) and accuracy were calculated for each trial type (Condition 
Speed  Stimulus Type). To enable comparison of RTs
across different speeds, RTs were measured from the
onset of the second frame (i.e., the onset of AM). The
mean RT (correct trials only) across subjects was then
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c) Stimulus type 8
no SR

Movie 1. Movies demonstrating apparent motion for stimulus types 1 (a; IC-bound SR), 7 (b; unbound SR) and 8 (c; no SR). Apparent
motion is seen when SRs are perceptually completed (stimulus types 1 and 7), but not when there is no SR present (stimulus type 8).
The stimuli have the same spatial parameters used in the experiment when viewed from 57 cm away, on a 20-inch monitor with a screen
resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels. The speed of apparent motion is 12 deg/sec (each frame of the sequence is displayed for 250 ms). Note
that in the actual experiment the 4 AM inducers did not ﬂash prior to the onset of apparent motion, this is only done here to help the
reader identify their initial location and conﬁguration. Click on the link for demonstrations of the other stimulus types.

calculated for each trial type and speed. Each observer’s
overall mean RT was subtracted from their data before
calculating the standard error so that individual variations
in mean RT do not effect error bars.
To examine closely the effects of stimulus type, speed,
and condition as well as any interactions, we conducted a
factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with these factors
as predictors and log(RT) as the dependent variable. Examination of the residuals verified that the log conversion
was adequate to satisfy the assumption of a normal distribution. Post hoc comparisons (Tukey HSD) were
conducted to determine the contribution of individual
stimulus types to the overall effects we found.

Results and discussion
Overall, performance was markedly better for the stimuli
that contained a salient region (SR; types 1Y7) than for the
stimulus with no SR (type 8). Figure 4 shows the results in
terms of RTs (left axis) and error rates (right axis) for all
eight stimulus types. The mean RT, averaged across all
four speeds, for stimulus type 8 was 2.89 s. In contrast, for
stimulus types 1Y7, the mean RT collapsed across all
speeds ranged from 0.60 to 1.29 s. The mean error rate for
stimulus type 8 (32.1%) was higher than that for all other
stimulus types (1.05Y6.25%), indicating that there was no
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Figure 4. Mean RT and error rate for all eight stimulus types and speeds in the main experiment (ﬁxed luminance). Above each stimulus type,
mean RT (bars, scale shown on left; error bars indicate standard error across observers) and mean error rate (symbols, scale shown on right) are
plotted for each of the four AM speeds. At all speeds, observers performed signiﬁcantly better in terms of both RTs and error rates for stimulus
types 1Y7, which contained a salient region, than for stimulus type 8, which did not give rise to the perception of a salient region (far right).

speedYaccuracy tradeoff. The good performance for stimulus types 1Y7 indicates that the presence of an SR was
sufficient to trigger AM in all cases. Thus, perceptually
constructed regions do not need to correspond to an ICbound surface in order for them to serve as matched items.
Note that the better performance for stimulus types containing an SR (1Y7) cannot be an effect of the global spatial configuration of the inducers, which was the same for
all stimulus types (including type 8).
Highlighting the AM inducers with a different luminance
level in the HL condition (Figure 3b) provided an additional
correspondence cue for AM. To visualize the performance

advantage provided by the HL manipulation, we subtracted
the across-observer mean RT for each stimulus type in the
HL condition from the mean RT in the main experimental
condition (fixed luminance). The results are shown in
Figure 5. Performance for stimulus type 8 (no SR) was
enhanced dramatically; RTs and error rates were reduced
by an average (across speeds) of 1.3 s and 21.6%, respectively. This improvement was consistent with observer’s
reports that in the HL condition of stimulus type 8 (no SR),
they perceived apparent motion of the highlighted inducers, whereas for the fixed luminance stimuli they were basing their responses on the local rotational motion of the

Figure 5. Mean RT beneﬁt of highlighting the AM inducers (differences between the RTs for the ﬁxed luminance stimuli and the HL stimuli).
The largest beneﬁt of the HL condition was seen for stimulus type 8 (far left). Comparatively, little to no beneﬁt of highlighting was seen for
stimulus types that contained a salient region (1Y7).
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inducers (which yielded above chance performance)
because they did not perceive global AM. Despite the
improvement provided by the added HL correspondence
cue, performance for stimulus type 8 was still worse than
for the stimuli that contained an SR (types 1Y7). This poor
performance, which indicates weak motion correspondence, has a number of potential sources. First, the highlighted inducers were much smaller than the perceived
SRs, and since the distance traversed was the same, there
was a larger relative gap between matched inducers. It
is well known that increasing the displacement/size ratio
of AM elements weakens their motion correspondence
(essentially, it increases the perceived departure from continuous motion; Braddick, 1980; Kolers, 1972; Schechter
& Hochstein, 1989; Shechter, Hochstein, & Hillman, 1988;
Wertheimer, 1912). Second, there was more correspondence
uncertainty for stimulus type 8, even in the HL condition.
This is illustrated in Figure 6b; because of the presence of
multiple HL inducers in each static frame, a highlighted
inducer could be seen as ‘‘hopping’’ to the neighboring position, or to the next nearest neighbor, or remaining in place.
In contrast, in stimulus types 1Y7, each static frame contains only one SR, leaving no uncertainty in the matching
(Figure 6a). Finally, even when motion is perceived for the
AM inducers of stimulus type 8, it is only in the HL
condition and thus is dependent upon the inducer color
hopping from one inducer to the next (Figure 6b). Motion
correspondence cues for a feature hopping from one surface
to the next may not be as strong as when an entire region
hops to a previously vacant location (Shechter & Hochstein,
1989).
Alongside the main finding V a marked difference in
performance between stimulus types 1 Y 7 and stimulus type
8 Vthere were also some small differences in performance
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within stimulus types 1Y7. To investigate this more closely,
we ran a full factorial ANOVA with log(RT) as the
dependent variable (see Methods) and with stimulus type
(1Y7), condition (fixed luminance vs. HL), speed (four
values), and observer (six, random factor) as predictors.
Post hoc testing (Tukey HSD) was used to determine
specific contributions to any significant main effect or interaction. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of stimulus
type, (F(6, 2280) = 98.24, p G 10Y17).
These differences in AM performance reveal differences
in the degree of saliency among the SRs of stimulus types
1Y7: All of them were perceptually salientVproviding
global correspondence features that led to good AM
performanceVbut some (types 1, 3 Y 5) were more salient
than others (types 2, 6 Y 7), leading to faster RTs. The most
important thing to note about this effect is that differences
in performance among stimulus types 1Y7 did not follow
the perceptual divide of presence versus absence of crisp
bounding ICs. Performance was worst for stimulus type 2, a
Kanisza square that has been shown to generate ICs despite
its relatively low support ratio of 0.25 (Pillow & Rubin,
2002; Ringach & Shapley, 1996; Rubin, Nakayama, &
Shapley, 1997; Shipley & Kellman, 1992). Post hoc testing indicated that performance on stimulus types 3 and 5
did not differ from performance on stimulus type 1,
although previous research has shown that each of the
manipulations for these stimulus types V eliminating the
L junctions (type 3) and misaligning the inducing edges
(type 5)Vsignificantly reduces the perception of ICs
compared with the intact stimulus type 1 (Kellman &
Shipley, 1991; Rubin, 2001; Shipley & Kellman, 1990).
This again suggests that whether an SR is bound by ICs
plays little (if any) role in the detection of the enclosed
region.

Figure 6. Illustration of perceived AM (indicated by the arrows between frames 1 and 2) for perceptually completed salient regions and for
the highlighted AM inducers of stimulus type 8 (no global region). (a). AM of a globally completed region is unambiguous; observers
perceive a region ‘‘hopping’’ from one position to the next. (b). In contrast, AM for the highlighted inducers of stimulus type 8 is ambiguous:
observers could perceive inducers as ‘‘hopping’’ to the neighboring position, or the next nearest neighbor, or remaining in place. This
ambiguity results in weaker motion correspondence. Note also that when there is no globally completed region (b), perceived AM relies on
the inducer color ‘‘hopping’’ from one inducer to the next, whereas when there is a perceptually completed region (a), a whole region is seen
hopping from one position to the next.
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If the presence of bounding illusory contours does not
determine performance in the AM task, is there another
stimulus property that might? One possibility is that the
amount of luminance-defined contour that is ‘‘missing’’
from the (putative) perimeter of the enclosed region plays a
role, whether that region is perceptually bound by ICs or not.
However, this conjecture would predict that performance on
stimuli 2 and 6 would be similarVbecause in both cases
luminance gradients are tangent to (‘‘support’’) 0.25 of the
enclosed square’s perimeterVa prediction not borne out by
the data. In fact, no completion process that relies solely on
propagating signals along contours (Figure 1c) could predict the differences in performance between stimulus types
2 and 6. In contrast, region-based processes that mediate
information not along contours but rather within regions
(Figure 1d) may be sensitive to the marked overall
difference in inducer size between the two stimulus
typesVwhich we will refer to as a difference in ‘‘region
support.’’ In this study, we manipulate region support solely by varying the geometric shape of the inducers.
However, other stimulus manipulations such as blurring
or adding noise could also affect region support. At this
stage, we do not offer an independent definition of region
support. Instead, we propose an operational definition,
based on performance in the AM paradigm used here
(as well as possibly the visual search paradigm used by
Gurnsey et al., 1996). As a starting point, our results offer a
qualitative classification of ‘‘higher’’ (stimulus types 1,
3Y7) versus ‘‘lower’’ (stimulus types 2, 8) region support.
A more extensive exploration of the stimulus parameter
space is needed to sufficiently constrain a general-purpose,
quantitative definition. Such a definition could be used, in
turn, to test the plausibility of different region-based
computer vision algorithms (which can make different
predictions on the effect of region support on segmentation) for human vision.
There was also a main effect of speed, (F(3, 2280) =
389.68, p G 10j17), as speed increased, performance worsened. Performance differences across speeds were not
uniform across stimulus types, as revealed by an interaction of Speed  Stimulus, (F(18, 2280) = 16.26, p G
10j17). At the lowest speed (6.13 deg/s), there were no
significant differences in performance for stimulus types
1Y7. At 11.25 deg/s, performance for stimulus 2 became
significantly worse than that for stimulus types 1 and 3Y5.
As speed further increased, performance continued to
worsen, more so for stimulus types 2, 6, and 7 than for
types 1 and 3Y5. Because in our study the speed of AM
was determined by duration of each frame in the AM
stimulus (i.e., the distance was fixed across all speeds), this
speed dependency directly translates to a dependence on
the ‘‘lifetime’’ of each AM frame: A 45 deg/s, each frame
was presented for 67 ms, whereas at 6.13 deg/s, each frame
was presented for 533 ms. This dependence on the duration
of each frame suggests that the mechanisms responsible for
SR detection proceed faster when there is more region
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support. According to this interpretation, when stimuli with
low region support are presented at high speeds (short
presentation durations), the signal indicating the presence
of an SR may not have time to reach full strength; thus,
performance is selectively impaired. For stimulus types
4Y7, performance at 45 deg/s is significantly worse than
performance at the three lower speeds, indicating that the
time it takes for the SR signal to reach full strength for
these stimuli is approximately between 67 and 133 ms.
Stimulus type 2 shows a significant impairment of
performance at even longer presentation durations
(22 deg/s). That AM was perceived for any of the SR
stimuli at the highest speed indicates that the detection of
SRs can be a very rapid process (G67 ms).
A main effect of condition, (F(1, 2280) = 30.17, p =
1.6  10j7), revealed that performance was better in the
HL condition than for the fixed luminance stimuli. This
effect was not significant for individual stimuli with the
exception of stimulus type 2, as revealed by a significant
interaction of Condition  Stimulus, (F(6, 2280) = 2.96,
p = 0.007). This benefit of the HL condition is another
indicator that stimulus type 2 contained only weak region
support for an SR. In contrast, the HL condition did not
provide a benefit for stimulus types 1 and 3Y7 because the
SR was strong enough to serve as robust cue for motion
correspondence.
Finally, there was also a 3-way interaction of Observer 
Speed  Stimulus, (F(90, 2280) = 3.091, p G 10j17); for
all observers, performance was significantly impaired for
stimulus type 2 compared with stimulus 1, but the degree
of impairment for stimulus types 4Y7 varied across
observer, with some showing dramatic impairments and
others showing only trends of worsening performance.
This three-way interaction was also reflected in significant
two-way interactions of Observer  Speed, (F(15, 2280) =
37.50, p G 10j17), and Observer  Stimulus, (F(30,
2280) = 6.08, p G 10j17), and in the main effect of
observer, (F(5, 2280) = 546.34, p G 10j17).

General discussion
We used an apparent motion (AM) paradigm to probe
the processes underlying perceptual completion. The displays were modified versions of a stimulus introduced
by Ramachandran (1985, 1986), where the orientation of
‘‘pacman’’-shaped local inducers was varied between
successive frames to create translational AM of an illusory
Kanizsa square (Figure 2a and 2b; see also Bravo et al.,
1988; Goebel, Khorram-Sefat, Muckli, Hacker, & Singer,
1998; Seghier et al., 2000). In our stimuli, the shape and/
or alignment of the inducers were modified in ways that
eliminated the bounding illusory contours (Kellman &
Shipley, 1991; Rubin, 2001; Shipley & Kellman, 1990).
Although ICs are no longer perceived, the stimuli still
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give rise to a clear impression of an enclosed region
(Figure 3a, stimulus types 3Y7). Borrowing from the
computer vision literature, we refer to these perceptually
completed regions as ‘salient.’ Our results indicate that
SRs can give rise to robust AM even when they are not
bounded by ICs: Under a wide range of parameters, performance in a motion direction discrimination task was as
good or better for stimulus types 3Y7 (SRs not bounded
by ICs) than for stimulus types 1Y2 (IC-bound SRs).
The present study joins two other studies that have
called for the reinterpretation of previous experiments
involving Kanizsa-type illusory figure stimuli. Gurnsey
et al. (1996) showed that the rapid search performance of
Kanizsa figures, originally reported by Davis and Driver
(1994), was maintained when the stimuli were modified to
eliminate the bounding ICs (e.g., one of their search
targets resembled our stimulus type 4, Figure 3a). In an
fMRI study, Stanley and Rubin (2003) found that LOC
responses to Kanizsa-type illusory figures, previously
reported by Hirsch et al. (1995) and Mendola et al.
(1999), were again maintained under stimulus manipulations that eliminated the bounding ICs but retained
the enclosed SR. How are we to interpret these results?
Before we turn to answer this, we believe it is important
to comment on one reading of our results that we do not
endorse. The main message of the present study, as well
as the two others mentioned above (Gurnsey et al., 1996;
Stanley & Rubin, 2003), is not one of dismissing the
original studies that they followed up. The original observations about illusory figuresVthat they can undergo
apparent motion, ‘‘pop out’’ in search displays and activate
the LOCVremain important despite the later finding that
bounding ICs are not necessary for these phenomena to
occur. This is because all along, the importance of these
observations lay not in what they taught us about ICs per se
but in what we can learn from them about scene segmentation and perceptual completion.
We interpret our results within a theoretical framework
that makes a distinction between contour-based and regionbased segmentation processes and posits that they play
complementary roles in human visual scene segmentation.
The concept of region-based segmentation arose in the field
of computer vision, in the context of algorithms for rapid
(if somewhat crude) segmentation of cluttered real-world
images. In the past, computer vision scientists put
emphasis on segmenting images based on the output of
edge-detection filters (e.g., Marr, 1982). This approach,
which we refer to as contour-based, was consistent with
(and quite likely inspired by) physiological findings that
early visual cortical cells respond selectively to luminance
edges. However, it proved limited, in large part because of
the need to perform contour-completion computations (to
overcome occlusion, shadows, noise, etc.), which are
resource-intensive and slow. This led computer vision
scientists to try a different approach, that is, going from
the surface to its boundaries, rather than the other way
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around. The goal of region-based algorithms is to identify
the regions of highest saliency in the image: contiguous sets of pixels that likely correspond to major objects
in the scene. For this purpose, edges are not the only source
of useful information: For example, knowledge that an
image region is uniform in luminance/color/textureVor,
more likely, that the variation in those properties within
the region is significantly smaller than the variation between regionsVis just as important. Consequently, regionbased algorithms benefit from the possibility of propagating
signals in all directions (rather than only along contours),
which can speed up convergence (cf. Pao, Geiger, & Rubin,
1999; Sharon et al., 2000; Shi & Malik, 2000). Another
advantage is that region-based computations can be performed at multiple image scales and sped-up by interaction between finer scales and progressively ‘‘coarsened’’
resolutions (Sharon et al., 2000). At the same time, regionbased processes alone provide only a crude segmentation
and can yield ‘‘false alarms’’Vwhen a region, which, in
fact, belongs to the background, is classified as salient (for
examples from the output of two leading algorithms on
real-world images, see Figure S4 in Supplemental Data of
Stanley & Rubin, 2003, http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/
full/37/2/323/DC1).
The strategy that has emerged in computer vision as
particularly useful for performing segmentation of real-world
images in realistic time scales is therefore to combine the two
types of processes. Computationally intensive contour-based
processing is restricted to select image regions, those identified as ‘‘salient’’ by rapid region-based parsing. Depending on whether the contour and junction analysis support
the status of a region as a figural surface or not, further iterative cross-talk between the two types of processes may
take place. (In addition, some or all of the high-saliency
regions can be fed directly into upstream modules that
perform image-based ‘‘template-matching’’ object recognition;cf.Ullman,1996.)
Stanley and Rubin (2003) suggested that the brain might
be employing a similar strategy to speed up scene segmentation. Based on their finding that the human lateral
occipital complex (LOC) shows elevated fMRI activity in
response to SRs even when they are not bound by ICs
(i.e., when they do not correspond to an actual surface in
the underlying scene), they suggested that the LOC is
involved in the type of crude-but-fast region-based processing that gives rise to the detection of SRs. They further suggested that the LOC might be well suited for
performing such operations because of its large receptive
fields. Finally, they proposed that the LOC might be
directing, via feedback processes, earlier visual areas
(V1/V2) to perform more detailed contour-completion
computations on candidate surfaces. This idea is supported
by electroencephalogram and magnetoencephalogram data
showing that there is a very early (88- to 100-ms onset;
Halgren, Mendola, Chong, & Dale, 2003; Murray et al.,
2002) LOC response to Kanizsa-type figures, followed by
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activity in early visual cortex. As in the case of the computer
vision algorithms, this hypothesized process most likely
does not occur in one step and would benefit from iterative
reinforcement between early visual areas and the LOC.
The two-way processing stream described here bears
some resemblance to that proposed by Hochstein and
Ahissar (2002) in their reverse hierarchy theory. There,
too, it was proposed that a fast-but-crude representation of
the scene is performed by higher visual cortical areas,
whereas a more detailed analysis of the image (e.g., to
find an odd-shaped target in a search display) requires the
involvement of early cortical regions. It is encouraging
that theories developed to explain quite different aspects
of human vision (segmentation in our case, perceptual
learning of visual search in Hochstein and Ahissar"s case)
and that rely on entirely non-overlapping bodies of data
reach such converging conclusions. At the same time, there
is one notable difference between the two theories. In
reverse hierarchy theory, the detailed processing in early
cortex occurs as a consequence of conscious effort of the
observer (as manifested by the label ‘‘vision with scrutiny’’).
In contrast, the feedback to the early cortex, which, as we
hypothesize, directs contour-based processing to select
image regions, is stimulus-driven and automatic. Indeed,
the outcomes of these processesVsuch as the perception of
ICsVoccur without need for observers’ conscious effort.
The current study supplements our previous work
(Stanley & Rubin, 2003) by providing behavioral evidence
for the perceptual validity of SRs. This, in turn, implies the
operation of region-based processes that give rise to SRs in
the image. Furthermore, the results suggest that apparent
motion of SRs can be used as a tool to quantify their
strength and how rapidly they are detected. This method
and other indicatorsV such as whether an image region
‘‘pops out’’ in a search display (Gurnsey et al., 1996)Vcan
be used to further investigate the underlying mechanisms
of SR detection. An important direction for future research
is to determine what image cues launch region-based completion mechanisms and how the detection and integration
of these cues are implemented in the brain. This would
benefit greatly from a dialog between computer vision researchers, who have identified many image properties (e.g.,
brightness, texture, size) useful for performing an initial
crude segmentation of a scene, and experimentalists, who
can determine which image cues play a role in the perception and neural representation of salient regions.
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